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Editor's Note

This issue of the Beam Line is intended to

commemorate the award of the 1976 Nobel Prize

in Physics to Burton Richter of SLAC and to Sam-

uelC. C. Ting of MIT . The telegram that Richter

received reads as follows:

Stockholm

10/18/76

Professor Burton Richter

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

P. 0. Box 4349

Stanford University, California 94305

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences to-

day awarded 1976 year's Nobel Prize in Physics

in equal shares to Professor Burton Richter,

USA, and Professor Samuel C. C. Ting, USA, "for

their pioneering work in the discovery of a

heavy elementary particle of a new kind."

C. G. Bernhard

Secretary General

Three of Stanford's four Nobel Laureates

in Physics are shown here. From the left,

Robert Hofstadter (1961), Burton Richter

(1976), and Felix Bloch (1952). The fourth

is Willis Lamb (1955). Hannu Miettinen took

this picture during the October 20 celebra-

tion at SLAC.
-~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DISCOVERY OF THE J PARTICLE

Since the experimental work for which Pro-

fessor Ting shared the Prize with Richter is

mentioned only casually throughout this issue,

we want to take a few lines here to give a sim-

ple description. In collaboration with a phys-

icist from Brookhaven National Laboratory, Ting's

MIT experimental group carried out an experiment

at Brookhaven in which high-energy protons were

directed against a beryllium target. The pur-

pose was to search for pairs of electrons or

muons emerging from the proton-nucleus collis-

ions--presumably as a result of the decay of

some parent particle produced in the collision

into these e+e and p+V- pairs.

Such an experiment at a proton accelerator

presents formidible problems, most notably the

fact that the electromagnetically produced elec-

tron and muon pairs tend be swamped by the flood

of particles such as pions that are created much

more copiuosly by the strong interaction. Ting

met this and other potential problems with a

superbly designed detection instrument (a

"double-arm spectrometer") that was capable not

only of excellent momentum resolution and of

handling intense beams, but also of rejecting

unwanted pairs of pions or other hadrons by an

incredible factor of 106 to 108

The process studied by Ting's group,

pn or pp e e or p I

(hadrons) - (leptons)

is in a sense the opposite of that studied at

SPEAR:
e+e- + T+7-, K+K, etc.

(leptons) 
+ (hadrons)

The complementary nature of the two experiments

is in fact one of the main reasons why such sim-

ilar results were achieved.

The MIT-BNL group used the symbol J to iden-

tify the resonance at 3.1 GeV that the SLAC-LBL

called i. For a time there was a friendly com-

petition, in which tee shirts mysteriously ap-

peared emblazoned with bold strokes:J(3.1) or

(. But now, in recognition of the independent

achievement of this great discovery by the two

groups, the 3.1 GeV particle is often referred

to in publications, and even in speech, as

J/1 (3.1)

The Prize seems well-earned and well-shared.
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DISCOVERY OF THE PSI PARTICLES:

A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

By Burton Richter

The discovery of the psi particles marks for

me a high point in 17 years of scientific work

on colliding beams. This work began with the

start of construction, in 1958, of the first col-

liding beam machine: the Princeton-Stanford 500

MeV electron-electron colliding-beam machine

that was built in collaboration with W. C. Barber,

B. Gittelman, and G. K. O'Neill at the High Ener-

gy Physics Laboratory (HEPL) on the Stanford cam-

pus. Preliminary design of a large electron-

positron storage ring began in 1961 at just

about the time that the SLAC project was author-

ized, and in 1964 the first formal proposal for

funds to construct this machine was submitted to

government funding agencies.

The effort to gain approval for this project

extended through six years, eventually culminat-

ing in August 1970 with the start of construct-

ion of the SPEAR project. In April of 1972 the

machine was ready for its first operation, and

the experimental physics program began early in

1973. I have taken a few detours along the way

into other kinds of experiments--tests of quan-

tum electrodynamics, high energy photoproduction,

pion-proton interactions--but my first love has

always been the physics that could be done with

colliding beams. I have been led on by a naive

picture: positron and electron, particle and

antiparticle, annihilating and forming a state of

simple quantum numbers and enormous energy dens-

ity from which all of the elementary particles

could be born.

It has been particularly satisfying to have

witnessed the birth of a new class of particles,

the 9's with their completely unexpected proper-

ties. Every experimentalist dreams of making the

great discovery--a discovery that will change the

direction of scientific thought. I don't know

yet if the colliding-beam machines and the new

particles that we have discovered with them will

cause a sharp change in that direction, but sure-

ly they have bent it a bit.

The group that collaborated on the experiment

which uncovered the l particles is a very large

one, even by the standards of high-energy physics

It is large because the apparatus used in the ex-

periment is huge. The basic outlines of our de-

tection equipment were set down in the first

electron-positron machine proposal in 1964. Ad-

vancing technology has since changed the detector

in detail but not in concept. It now had a mag-

netic field volume of over 20 cubic meters and

is filled with particle-tracking equipment, trig-

ger devices, and particle-identification devices.

In 1970, when the construction of the SPEAR stor-

age ring began, I quickly realized that my group

was too small to handle the construction of both

the storage ring and the detector, so I began to

look around for some collaborators for the exper-

iment. William Chinowsky, Gerson Goldhaber and

George Trilling of the Lawrence Berkeley Labor-

atory (LBL) and Martin Perl of the Stanford Lin-

ear Accelerator Center (SLAC) joined our exper-

iment with their groups, and the large detection

apparatus was completed by the time that the

storage ring was ready to operate. Our first

paper on the l particles contains almost two

authors for each cubic meter of magnetic field.

The dynamics of such a large group would likely

be as interesting to a sociologist as the exper-

iments are to a physicist.

Gerson Goldhaber has recorded his impress-

ions of the events surrounding the discovery of

the first psi particle in a separate article in

this issue of the Beam Line. My impressions

will be somewhat different from his, since each

of us perceives from our own point of view. The

things that stick most clearly in my mind about

that great Sunday, November 10, 1974, are the

huge crowd of people in the SPEAR control room,

the smiles on all of the faces, and the general

feeling of euphoria that possessed all of us.

Never before had so many members of the collab-

oration been present at any one time. The ac-

celerator physicists who had helped to build

SPEAR were also there. Machine operators were

there. Experimentalists from other groups at

SLAC drifted in during the day, as did many of

the theorists. All of us were talking and smil-

ing and watching the experimental events as they

were analyzed and reconstructed on the computer

display scope.

While many of us felt that we had to find

something new because of the peculiar behavior

of the data (described in Gerson's article),

Vera Luth was so sure of the outcome that, dur-

ing the previous day, she had started to cool

down a magnum of champagne in our refrigerator.

That magnum and quite a bit more disappeared as

the day wore on.

Gerson, Willy and I discussed publication of

the results and decided not to wait on further

detailed experiments, but rather to send the

information out immediately. All of the collab-

orators who could be reached concurred in this

decision. It was clear to all of us that noth-

ing like this new particle had ever been seen

before, so it didn't matter a bit at that point

what the exact cross section was to the last

20%. We had used the experimental apparatus be-

fore, our computer codes had all been carefully

debugged, and we had already put in a great deal

of work rechecking the whole system when we had

earlier found the peculiar experimental data.

With no reason to hesitate, we immediately be-

gan to write up an "on-line" paper describing

the results.
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News Of The MIT-BNL Experiments

As it happened, a meeting of SLAC's Program

Advisory (scheduling) Committee was scheduled

for the following morning, November 11. This

Committee consists of nine members, six of whom

are from other institutions, who provide advice

on the scientific merit of proposals for exper-

iments to be done at SLAC. One of the Committee

members was Samuel Ting of MIT, who was the

leader of a joint MIT-Brookhaven group that had

been conducting an experiment at Brookhaven Nat-

ional Laboratory. When I met Sam early that

morning, he said to me, "Burt, I have some inter-

esting physics to tell you about." My response

was, "Sam, I have some interesting physics to

tell you about!"

What this conversation lacked in sparkle it

more than made up for in astonishing coincidence,

for it soon became clear that Ting's group had

discovered the very same particle in their ex-

periment at Brookhaven, and in fact they too

were in the process of writing up their results

for publication! It will come as no surprise

that the scheduling committee did not get very

much of their business attended to that day.

Since the new results were much too import-

ant to sit on, the word was passed that special

seminars would be presented that day at SLAC and

at LBL to announce the findings to all who were

interested. Starting at about noon at SLAC,

This photo shows the figure-8-shaped 500 MeV electron-electron storage rings 
that were built

as a collaborative Stanford-Princeton project at the High Energy Physics Lab 
at Stanford. The

orientation of this double-ring machine in the photo is about like this: X . The odd-shaped

magnet in the foreground is a part of the beam-injection system. This was the first colliding-

beam machine to carry out a successful program of physics experiments, its first 
results being

obtained in 1965. Burt Richter was one of four principal collaborators in the construction and

research use of these rings. (Stanford News & Publications photo.)

-x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
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a seminar was given in the auditorium to an aud-
ience that filled to overflowing the room's 350-
seat capacity. Sam Ting described the work of
his group, in which the production of muon pairs
was observed in proton-proton collisions. In a
sense Ting's experiment is the inverse of the
SPEAR experiment, in which electron-positron
collisions lead to the production of strongly
interacting particles. Roy Schwitters of SLAC
presented the SPEAR results, and he did a re-
markable job of adapting his presentation on the
spot to the nature of what must have been the
most unusual audience ever to attend a physics
seminar at SLAC. For every experimental or
theoretical physicist present there must have
been two or three other persons--secretaries,
technicians, administrators, engineers, crafts-
men, librarians, clerical workers.. .. I don't
know how much of what Roy was saying was under-
standable in detail, but my impression is that
nearly every one shared in the enormous sense
of excitement and enthusiasm that pervaded the
room.

The Search For More New Particles

Once the initial furor had died down a bit,
our experimental group faced the decision of
what to do next. Clearly there was a great deal
to be learned about our new 4 particle, but we
also wanted to find out whether there were any
more such remarkable states lurking about. Ewan
Paterson, Robert Melen and I considered how we
might effectively hunt for such additional
states, and we decided to try to make SPEAR op-
erate in a "scanning" mode, where the energy of
the machine could be increased in steps of about
1 MeV every minute or two of operation. Ewan
and Bob were able to make the necessary control
system modifications for such a scan mode.

Our next decision was where to begin the
search. At that time the machine could run at
center-of-mass energies between about 3 and 6
GeV. This meant that, at a scan speed that
would provide a suitable signal-to-noise ratio,
it would take a couple of weeks of running to
cover the full energy range. Opinions were sol-
icited, and it turned out that only one member
of the collaboration had a strong prejuduce con-
cerning the energy region that should be looked
at first. This was Martin Breidenbach of SLAC,
who had put together a theoretical model similar
to that of the hydrogen atom which predicted
the energy at which the next U-like state should
occur. One version of this model used the 3.1
GeV mass of the 4 as the n= 1 state of "hydrogen"
and 4 GeV as the unbounded mass, which implied
a mass of 3.78 GeV for the n=2 state. The
other version of Breidenbach's model used the
photon with zero mass as the n= 1 state and the
3.1 GeV 4 mass as the n=2 state, which implied
an n=3 state of 3.67 GeV. Since Marty had a
model, and since he had also arranged the use of
SLAC's big computers in real time to give in-

stantaneous feedback for our data analysis, we
decided to begin the scan at a center-of-mass

energy of 3.6 GeV.

The Second Psi Particle

On Wednesday, November 20, we tested the
system by making a calibration scan run over the
4 particle at 3.1 GeV. At 12:30 AM on Thursday,
November 21, we started our first actual scan.
At 2:30 AM, a promising bump appeared in the
data. The run was stopped and the machine en-
ergy was reduced to 3.69 GeV. The run was then
restarted at a slower scan speed. At 3:20 AM,
with Robert Stege operating the storage ring and
Charles Morehouse and Alan Litke running the ex-
periment, the second 4 particle was discovered.
The three of them phoned Briedenbach and then
sat collecting and admiring the data until I
arrived at about 5:30 AM.

After recovering from the shock of finding
the second4 particle on our first scan, I called
my wife, Laurose, to tell her the news. Since
it was her birthday, I offered her l2 as a pres-
ent and told her that a more conventional birth-
day celebration would have to be postponed for
about a week. I also called some of our other
collaborators and asked them to inform the re-
maining members of the group. We knew that with
a group as large as ours it would be impossible
to keep this second discovery quiet for very
long, but we did want to get in another day's
worth of data collection before we made our an-
nouncement to the world.

I had to phone the head of SLAC's computa-
tion center, Charles Dickens, because we needed
the big computers for real-time data analysis
and they were unfortunately scheduled to be shut
down for maintenance at 7:30 AM. I asked him
to postpone the maintenance, told him the reason,

This was the SPEAR site in June of 1970,
just after the initial foundation work had
begun. From the left, Bill Davies-White, Bob
Gould and John Rees check things out.

_I__II__ ____C _ I____r__L__1_____________

Oi�--�-r---1- i·l-�-------^i-l.__ _1I_·^11I__·..1�_. .-------I 1 I ---- ---- -
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and swore him to secrecy. Dickens, in turn,

then asked the computation center staff to keep

going and told them why. At the scheduled shut-

down time of 7:30 AM, a message went out from

the computer to our teletype machine, to all

other teletypes at SLAC, and to all the other

teletype machines at universities that happened

to be tied in to the SLAC computer at that par-

ticular time:

DUE TO NEW PARTICLE DISCOVERY...SYSTEM

WAS NOT TAKEN DOWN THIS MORNING

The news of our four-hour-old particle was no

longer exclusively ours.

Once again the control room began to fill

with members of our experimental group, members

of the SPEAR group, other theorists, other ex-

perimentalists and--so it seemed--everyone else

in the laboratory. After 9 AM or so the day is

a complete fog in my memory. Nothing in partic-

ular stands out--only the repeated very strong

sense of excitement in uncovering the second of

these remarkable, unexpected and rather exotic

new particles. On the following day, Marty

Briedenbach gave another short seminar in the

SLAC auditorium to the same kind of large and

varied audience that Roy Schwitters had address-

ed 10 days earlier. Gerson Goldhaber and I did

our on-line paper-writing act again, and most of

Friday was spent in answering the phone and try-

ing to get the data well enough organized to

send it out for publication. On Saturday, the

finished version of the paper was whisked off to

Physical Review Letters.

Those two weeks in November 1974 were cer-

tainly the most exhilarating in my career as a

physicist. I have never worked at such a fever

pitch before, and I loved every minute of it.

Since that time, our joint SLAC-LBL group has

gone on to delineate the properties of these new

particles and to discover a number of other re-

lated states that now make up a dozen or so mem-

bers of the "psion" family. We have observed

certain new states that are most easily inter-

preted as "charmed" particles, and we have also

accumulated a sizable number of curious events

that may result from the creation of a new class

of "heavy leptons." The entire SLAC-LBL group

has been enjoying a marvelous experience in our

efforts to understand more deeply the workings

of Nature. We hope to continue the learning,

for that will automatically continue the enjoy-

ment.
--Burt Richter

Burt and Laurose Richter are shown here with UC-Santa Cruz physicist Stan rilace uuriiny ule

Nobel Prize celebration at SLAC on October 20. (Stanford News & Publications photo.)

_ __ __ �
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BURTON RICHTER: A SCIENTIFIC AUTOBIOGRAPHY

I was born in 1931 in New York City. My in-
terest in science awakened as a child, so that
by the time I was halfway through high school I
had decided that I wanted to study science in
college. In 1948, I entered the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, firmly committed to a
scientific career, but undecided between chemis-
try and physics. My freshman year convinced me
that chemistry was not for me and that physics
was much more exciting. The most influential
teacher in my undergraduate years was Professor
Francis Friedman, who opened my eyes to the beau-
ty of physics.

In the summer following my junior year, I
began working with Professor Francis Bitter in
MIT's magnet laboratory. During that summer I
had my introduction to the electron-positron sys-
tem, working part-time with Professor Martin
Deutsch, who was conducting his classical posi-
tronium experiments using a large magnet in the
Bitter laboratory. Under Bitter's direction, I
completed my senior thesis on the quadratic Zee-
man effect in hydrogen, using what was then the
most powerful dc magnet in existence: the hundred
kilogauss Bitter magnet in MIT's spectroscopy
lab.

I entered graduate school at MIT in 1952,
continuing to work with Bitter and his group.
During my first year as a graduate student we
worked on a measurement of the isotope shift and
hyperfine structure of the mercury isotopes. My
job was to make the relatively short-lived mer-
cury 197 isotope, so that we could measure these
effects on both the nuclear excited state and the
ground state. I realized the reverse of the old
alchemist dream, making mercury from gold, using
the MIT cyclotron to bombard gold with a deuter-
on beam. It was an interesting and exciting ex-

periment to me as a first-year student, but by
the end of that year I found myself more inter-
ested in the nuclear and particle-physics prob-
lems to which I had been exposed, and in the ac-
celerator I had used, that I was in the main
theme of the experiment. After much soul-search-
ing I spoke with Bitter, who was most kind and
understanding, and who put me in contact with
Professor David Frisch. Dave arranged for me to
spend a semester at the Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory working on experiments at the Cosmotron
a three-billion volt proton accelerator) so that
I could find out if particle physics was really
what I wanted to do. It certainly was, and I
returned from Brookhaven to begin working at
MIT's synchrotron laboratory. This small machine
was a magnificent training ground for students,
for not only did we have to design and build the
apparatus required for our experiments, but we
also had to help maintain and operate the accel-
erator. My Ph.D. thesis was completed on the
photoproduction of pi mesons from hydrogen under
the direction of Dr. L. S. Osborne in 1956.

During my two years at the synchrotron lab-
oratory, I had become very interested in the
theory of quantum electrodynamics and had de-
cided that what I would most like to do after
I completed my dissertation work was to probe
the short-distance (high-momentum transfer) be-
havior of the electromagnetic interaction. I
wanted to find out whether this magnificent
theory would continue to hold true at extremely
short distances. I therefore sought a job at
Stanford University, whose High Energy Physics
Laboratory had a 700-MeV linear electron accel-
ator. This machine was the perfect device with
which to do an experiment on electron-electron
scattering which I had been considering. I
arrived at Stanford in the fall of 1956 with a
preliminary design of an experiment in my pock-
et, but I never did do that experiment in the
way that I had planned.

In a series of long sessions with Professors
Sidney Drell and W. K. H. Panofsky about quantum
electrodynamics, I came to realize that one
could do a technically easier experiment which
would probe the short-distance behavior of the
electromagnetic interaction more deeply (though
differently). It would be necessary to study
the production of electron-positron pairs by
gamma rays, where one member of the pair came
off at a large angle. I performed that exper-
iment and established that quantum electrody-
namics was correct to distances as small as
about 10-13 centimeters.

Meanwhile, the electron-electron scattering
experiment had come alive again, although in a
much different form. Professor G. K. O'Neill
of Princeton approached Panofsky about the poss-
ibility of building a colliding-beam machine

_
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that would use the HEPL linac as an injector.

This machine would trap and store counter-

rotating beams of electrons in a magnetic guide

field and allow electron-electron scattering to

be studied at a center-of-mass energy twenty

times larger than my originally proposed exper-

iment. When Panofsky and O'Neill asked me if

I would be interested in working on the project,

I jumped at the chance. The story of that pro-

ject, which opened the new field of physics done

with colliding beams that is now at the heart of

elementary-particle experimentation, merits a

separate article in itself. But I shall not

describe it here other than to say that it took

my colleagues W. C. Barber, Bo Gittelman, Gerry

O'Neill and me about six years to make the beams

behave properly. In 1965, after we had finally

made a very complicated accelerator work and had

built the needed experimental apparatus, the

first experiment was carried out, with the re-

sult that the validity of quantum electrodynam-

ics was extended down to less than 10
- 14 cm.

While this work was going on, I became an

Assistant Professor in the Stanford Physics De-

partment in 1960 and an Associate Professor at

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in 1963.

Even before the electron-electron machine at HEPL

was operating, I had begun thinking about a high-

energy electron-positron colliding-beam machine

and what one could do with it. In particular, I

wanted to study the structure of the strongly

interacting particles. It seemed to me that the

electron-positron system, which allowed one to

produce these particles in a particularly simple

initial state, was the right way to do it. Pro-

fessor David Ritson of Stanford and I began the

paper design of such a machine. In 1963 we sent

a preliminary proposal to a funding agency in

Washington, and a year later we submitted a de-

tailed design and proposal for funding.

That was the beginning of a long struggle to

obtain funding for the device. Ritson went on

to do other things, and I also made some excur-

sions into other experiments. My group designed

and built part of the large megnetic spectrometer

complex at SLAC and used that facility to do a

series of pi- and K-meson photoproduction exper-

iments. Throughout this time, however, I kept

pushing for the storage ring and kept the design

group alive. Finally, in 1970, we received funds

to begin building the storage ring (now called

(SPEAR) as well as a large magnetic detector

that we had designed for the first set of exper-

iments. In 1973 the experiments began, and they

have since culminated in the discoveries that

are described elsewhere in this article.

Writing this brief biography has made me re-

alize what a long love affair I have had with

the electron. Like most love affairs, it has

had its ups and downs, but for me the joys have

far outweighed the frustrations.

Congressman Pete McCloskey

came to SLAC to congratulate

Burt Richter during the cele-

bration on October 20. Stan-

ford's first Nobel Laureate,

Professor Felix Bloch, is also

shown here.

--Photo by John Harris

SLAC Deputy Director Sid Drell presents a

bottle of champagne to the new Nobel Laureate

(Photo by Hannu Miettinen.)

_ __ __

_ I_ __·_ _I ___
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DISCOVERY OF THE PSI PARTICLES:

ONE RESEARCHER'S PERSONAL ACCOUNT

By Gerson Goldhaber

The circumstances which led to our discovery

of the J particles began in 1973. That was the

year we initiated our study of the cross section

for hadron production from positron-electron

(e+e-) annihilations. I will not attempt to des-

cribe here the gargantuan efforts and events that

preceded and made the experiment possible--the

construction of the SPEAR ring, the design and

construction of the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector,

the trigger logic, and the writing of software

programs for track reconstruction.

Our aim was to find the behavior of the total

cross section for e+e
- annihilation as a function

of energy. We began by taking data 100 MeV apart

in energy of e+ and e" colliding beams; i.e.,

200 MeV steps in total energy. We took a few

hundred hadrons at each of these energies.

In those days, when we were working to under-

stand the properties and systematics of our

brand-new magnetic detector, we followed the

philosophy of actually looking at the events.

Having recently emerged from bubble-chamber phys-

ics, the most natural procedure to us was to vis-

ually scan these new kinds of pictures: the com-

puter reconstructed topography of the events.

Gerald (Gerry) Abrams was largely responsible

for getting a "Berkeley" version of the program

on the air which recorded on microfiche the com-

puter reconstruction of the events from the

SLAC/LBL SPEAR detector. At that point I was

working on so-called "scanning programs" to

identify the events automatically. This, of

course, involved a large amount of cross-checking

between the visual identification of the events

and what those programs were saying. We finally

convinced ourselves that we really could identify

cosmic rays, electron-positron scattering

(Bhabhas), mu-pairs, and hadronic events which

were observed in the magnetic detector. In con-

junction with Charles Morehouse from SLAC, we

laid the groundwork for a "first filtering" pro-

gram which eliminated cosmic rays and other ob-

vious junk, which at that time was amounting to

90% or more of our triggers.

As the runs at these series of energies from

2.4 to 4.8 GeV became available, Gerry Abrams,

John Kadyk and I started scanning them at Berk-

eley. Similar efforts were proceeding simultan-

eously at SLAC.

An Anomaly at 3.2 GeV

It was John Kadyk who first noted an anomaly

at 1.6 GeV per beam, or 3.2 GeV total energy.

He felt that there was a definite increase in the

cross section by about 30% at that energy. In

view of all the excitement of our early work,

such as the much-larger-than-expected cross sec-

tion confirming the earlier Cambridge Electron

Accelerator (CEA) results, and the time requir-

ed to get all the details of the interactions

sorted out, this observation was not followed

up for quite a while. In June 1974, Martin

(Marty) Briedenbach at SLAC finally did follow

up the observation and took additional data at

energy points of 1.55, 1.6, and 1.65 GeV per

beam respectively, as well as in the neighbor-

hood of 2.0 GeV, where some hints of increased

cross sections had also been observed. I was

away for two weeks at the Finnish Summer School

in Ekenas at that time. When I came back, I

heard that the additional measurements had been

taken but that they showed nothing remarkable.

Thus at Berkeley we did not pursue the matter

any further at that time. The reason for our

fallacious interpretation was a minor misunder-

standing in the application of the analysis

program which had been tuned up for running

with an iron converter in an attempt to study

gamma-ray energies. That's where the matter

rested for awhile, and on July 2, the SPEAR

ring was shut down for a three-month period for

conversion to higher energy.

In the meantime, we were developing a bad

conscience that while our cross section points

were being reported at every meeting around the

world, we had not really written a definitive

paper on the subject. Roy Schwitters of SLAC

undertook the job of writing the paper and, in

the course of this effort, he went through each

of the measured energies with a fine-tooth comb.

He was assisted by my graduate student, Scott

Whitaker, who had just decided to make the total

cross section measurement his thesis topic.

Vera Lith of the SLAC-LBL experimental

group took this photo during the runs of Nov-

ember 9-10, 1974, in which the first psi part-

icle was discovered. From the left are Willy

Chinowsky of LBL; Martin Perl of SLAC; Francois

Vannucci, at SLAC on leave from Orsay, France;

and Gerson Goldhaber of LBL.

_ __ __ __ __ __ ___ I___
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Upon reexamination of the data they found that

the new measurements at 1.6 GeV were indeed con-

firming a 30% higher cross section value, that

the point at 1.65 GeV was back at the normal

cross section level, but that the point at 1.55

GeV (a total energy of 3.1 GeV) behaved in a

very peculiar fashion: the cross section at

1.55 GeV looked considerably higher than the

average value in this energy region (= 25 nb).

At a meeting at SLAC in mid-October, Sch-

witters showed me his result and asked us to

double-check it at Berkeley--a procedure of

cross-checking that we had followed throughout

this experiment. Gerry Abrams looked back at

the entire series of runs and confirmed that

the cross section indeed was larger at 1.55 GeV.

But what was most peculiar, the study revealed,

was that the cross section for 6 of the 8 runs

looked perfectly normal! However, in two-runs

there were considerable discrepancies. Run

1380 showed an increase in hadronic cross sec-

tion by about a factor of three, while Run 1383

showed an increase by about a factor of five!

Here were a series of runs, all taken at the

same energy, as far as we could ascertain, and

yet they showed considerable internal inconsist-

encies! This was an obvious clue that something

was going on that we didn't understand. And we

could not publish our results until we under-

stood what was causing the "fishy" results.

One obvious and simple cause which we con-

sidered was that something had gone wrong with

our detector. But when all the events had been

examined in great detail, we could find absol-

utely nothing wrong with them. Yet the glaring

inconsistency persisted! We were further helped

by two independent "red herrings." Scott Whit-

aker looked at charged K meson production and

found a remarkable increase in Run 1383. I

looked at K° production and also found a remark-

able increase in Run 1383. That was the last

straw: an increase in the cross section and an

increase in strange particle production--just

what the "charm advocates" had been talking

about! As it turned out later, the apparent

increase in strange particle production was

part misidentification and part a statistical

fluctuation; but it certainly was a fortunate

one. While it was clear to us that we had to

look at this energy region again before we could

publish a total cross-section paper, the appar-

ent strange particle increase pushed us to do

it with great speed.

The Fateful Weekend

On Monday, November 4, I called Burton (Burt)

Richter to discuss our problem. Was it conceiv-

able that the energy of the SPEAR ring had

drifted by a few MeV and that at the two anoma-

lous runs I mentioned, a slightly different en-

ergy, presumably higher than 1.55 GeV, had been

set? We determined that this matter needed

clarification and, if possible, that we should

do some more running in this region. This was

not a trivial question, since in the conversion

to SPEAR II, all changes had been made to allow

the attainment of higher energies in the 2.5 to

4.5 GeV per beam region. Thanks to the efforts

of Burt Richter, Ewan Paterson and the members

of the SPEAR operating crew, however, the crew

re-learned how to run in the 1.5 GeV region.

During the course of that week, there were

many discussions between all the various exper-

imenters. Finally, on Friday, Burt called to

let me know that he had looked into the poss-

ibility of returning to low energies and that

we were planning for the weekend to run in the

1.5 to 1.6 GeV region again. I called SPEAR in

the early afternoon of Saturday, November 9,

and talked with Vera Luth. She told me that

there had been some running at 1.57 GeV per

beam and that an indication of a repeat of the

higher cross section had been observed that

morning. I went down to SLAC that same after-

noon. When I arrived we were running at 1.5

GeV per beam, and at that energy the hadron

cross section looked normal. No excess was

seen. However, by evening we had clear proof

that we were seeing a higher cross section!

Our data taking and analysis proceeded

through three separate "channels": all triggers

were recorded on magnetic tape for off-line an-

alysis; Marty Briedenbach was just beginning to

get results from his "on-line" cross-section

Left to right in the foreground are Marty

Briedenbach and Harvey Lynch of SLAC, with

Gerson Goldhaber and Willy Chinowsky of LBL

to the rear. This is another of the photos

taken by experimentalist Vera Luth during the

now-famous weekend of November 9-10, 1974.

_ __
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determination; and at the same time we obtained
the "one-event display" which showed a rough re-
construction of each event, as it occurred, on
a CRT [cathode-ray tube] screen. We had suffic-
ient information there to decide between cosmic
rays, Bhabhas, hadrons, etc., and the data rate
was low enough to allow this visual identific-
ation to be made. As I arrived, Rudolph Larsen
was "keeping score" of the events as they came
in on the CRT screen. I took over for him and
continued the scorekeeping as we changed the
energy to 1.56 GeV per beam at 11:15 PM. As we
did so, it became clear that the cross section
was definitely rising. We observed a cross
section about twice as large as at 1.5 GeV.
While at 1.5 GeV we had observed 10 hadrons and
61 Bhabhas of more than two prongs, at 1.56 GeV
we observed 55 hadrons for 170 Bhabhas. There
was thus a clear increase of the hadron cross
section by a factor of two! There was no more
doubt in any of our minds that we had indeed
observed a rise in the cross section or what
might be a resonance in e+e- annihilation. At
3 AM, with this happy thought, I went to a local
motel to catch a few hours of sleep.

Later that morning when I returned to SPEAR,
I learned that I number of extra runs had been
taken at various energies below and above 1.56
GeV, all confirming that the excess we had seen
was very localized, since no additional increas-
es were observed in the points further out. At
about 9:00 AM we began to zero in on trying to
find out where the exact peak might be. Sudden-
ly, at about noon, we found an energy where the
cross section had risen by a factor 7! By this
time our excitement had risen to a fever pitch.
Having been nurtured on strong interactions, I
had hardly even seen an elementary-particle
cross section that rose by a factor of 7 above
the background level. At this point the results
were so convincing that I suggested to some of
my colleagues (Burt Richter, Roy Schwitters,
William Chinowsky, and others) that we should
sit down and write a paper. They agreed with me
and Burt led me to a side room where I could
quietly start the task. I picked up a piece of
computer output from the floor to write on, and
in about one hour I had written the first draft
for our paper--an activity, incidentally, I had
never done before: writing a paper on-line, so
to speak.

A Further Increase Observed

At that point Willy Chinowsky burst into the
room where I was working and told me very excit-
edly--I have rarely seen him so excited--that
the cross section had risen by another factor
of 10! With this news I jumped up and ran to
the one-event display in the control room, and
there indeed we were seeing hadron events coming
in one after the other. By now the hadrons were
way outnumbering the Bhabhas and even the cosmic
rays. It was absolutely unbelievable.

Were I to try to express my feelings as I
saw the data coming in on the cathode-ray tube,
I would say that this was perhaps the highest
level of excitement I have ever experienced in
a laboratory. In racking my memory, the only ex-
perience that was perhaps comparable in excite-
ment to me occurred when Gosta Ekspong and I dis-
covered the first event proving the antiproton
annihilation process in photographic emulsions
back in 1956.

I was obliged to go and delete all the num-
bers I had tentatively written in the paper and
up everything by a factor of 10! By that time
W. K. H. Panofsky had arrived and was pacing up
and down the control room with a happy smile.
I called George Trilling and John Kadyk, as well
as Andrew Sessler (Director of LBL) and Robert
Birge (Associate Director of Physics at LBL).
Kadyk called J. D. Jackson who talked to Mahiko
Suzuki and on it went. The news spread like
wildfire.

A typical conversation went something like
this:

"There really is a peak in the e+e - cross
section. How high above background do you think
it goes?"

Answers that came back were:

"50%?"

"A factor of 2?"

"A factor of 5?"

I would finally say:

"A factor of 70!" And then always had to
add, "That is, seven-zero!!"

I wish I had been able to record the express-
ions of amazement that resounded in my ears.

The next few hours were spent talking and
speculating what new quantum number or what new
selection rule must be involved to inhibit the
decay of our resonance and make it so narrow.
I recall, in particular, discussions with Gary
Feldman, George Trilling and Martin Perl, both
on the first draft of our paper and on the prop-
erties of the new resonance. In the early after-
noon, Burt took my first draft and started writ-
ing a second draft which finally resulted in the
completion of our paper by that evening (Sunday,
November 10, 1974).

"We were running along--one event in an inter-
val, then zero, then one. Then 20 events all of
a sudden. I said 'That's a fluctuation.' The
guy with me on shift said 'That's not a fluctu-
ation.' The next interval had 18 events. He
said 'Do you believe me that it's not a fluctu-
ation?' The next one was 15, then back to zero
again. I believed him."

--Chuck Morehouse, quoted by Robert
Walgate in New Scientist, 11 March 1976
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Other Decay Channels of the Resonance

The only other activity that stands out in

my mind occurred that afternoon when amidst the

champagne and other goodies, we were also taking

data and drawing graphs. Adam Boyarski pointed

out a quantity he was routinely calculating with

each run: the ratio of mu pairs to electron

pairs over the QED [quantum electrodynamics]

value expected for this ratio. This ratio was

also suddenly showing deviations from unity for

various points on the resonance curve. Then we

all suddenly realized that a resonance which is

produced via a photon must also decay via a phot-

on. Hence one would expect large deviations

from QED, which would appear as an increase in

the p+
4 - channel and for that matter in the e+e

-

channel as well.

Our graph which was then being plotted on a

linear scale showed an enormous peak; but what-

ever scale allowed one to see the peak did not

allow one to see the baseline. It was obvious

that what we really needed was a logarithmic

scale. Overcoming the problem of not having

three-cycle semilog paper available, I pieced to-

gether two sheets of semilog paper and, with

Harvey Lynch dictating the data points, I plotted

them on that. Now, for the first time, it be-

came clear how we had managed to observe this

resonance. The radiative tail characteristic of

e+e- annihilation, which is normally an exper-

imenter's nightmare, had saved the day for us!

This very long and well-defined tail toward the

high energy side did indeed give rise to the 30%

increase in the cross section at 1.6 GeV which

had first drawn our attention to the entire phe-

nomenon! Then I also plotted Adam Boyarski's

muon-pair to electron-pair ratio on the same

scale and it also showed a clear peaking coin-

cident with the hadronic peak. Carl Friedberg

later plotted a quantity proportional to elec-

tron-pair production and, sure enough, it also

showed a clear peaking in the region of our res-

onance. When I finally left for home that even-

ing, I agreed with Burt Richter that we would

each announce this discovery at our respective

laboratories on the following day, Monday, Nov-

ember 11. As there was no copying machine avail-

able, I made by hand a copy of my drawing to

take with me to Berkeley and left the original

in the log book.

Monday Morning

On Monday morning, George Trilling and I in-

vited some of our colleagues at LBL to have cham-

pagne with us in our office area. Dave Jackson

was one of the early arrivals. It was obvious

that he had been working until quite late the

previous evening. His time had been well-spent,

for he was able to show--by a fairly straight-

forward application of the Breit-Wigner resonance

formula--that not only had we discovered a new

resonance, but also that its true width could be

readily deduced from our measurements!

Dave's result was sufficiently straightfor-

ward--except for some details on radiative cor-

rections--that many of us could have written it

down independently and some did so, given some

time of quiet thinking away from SPEAR. While

Dave was explaining his calculations to a group

of enthusiastic and champagne-sipping physicists

in my office, I heard what to me was an aston-

ishing piece of news. Somebody told me that he

had just heard from SLAC that Sam Ting and his

group working at Brookhaven had discovered the

same effect we had found! While my first reac-

tion was one of stunned disbelief, we all know

now that it was obviously true.

At noon I presented our results, with the

aid of view graphs prepared that morning, to a

large and enthusiastic crowd at the LBL auditor-

ium. All in all it was a good weekend's work.
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This figure illustrates the first psi

resonance, 1(3095), as measured at SPEAR.

The cross section (or probability of occur-

rence) for the process e+e
-

+ hadrons rises

by a factor of 70 to 100 as resonance is

reached--from the "normal" level of about 25

nb to roughly 2300 nb at the peak of the res-

onance. So large a change requires the use

of a logarithmic vertical scale to show both

the low and high cross section values. The

e+e- annihilation process produces a "radia-

tive tail," which appears in the figure as a

more gradual drop off on the high-energy side

of the peak. It was the fact that this tail

extends far enough out to affect the data

taken at an energy of 3.2 GeV that provided

the first hint that something unusual was

happening nearby.
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ILIOPOULIS WINS HIS BET

[F. E. Close, from Nature, August 12, 1976]

The 18th International Conference

on High Energy Physics was held in

Tbilisi, USSR, on July 15-21, 1976

It was the moment of truth for J. Iliopoul-

is. In his talk at the 17th International Con-

ference on High Energy Physics held in London

in 1974. .. he had declared "I am prepared to

bet a whole case of wine that the next confer-

ence in this series will be dominated by the

discovery of charmed particles." Anyone who

had accepted the wager should now be preparing

shipment because the 18th International Confer-

ence, which has just taken place in Tbilisi,

USSR, was indeed dominated by that very discov-

ery--the latest in a series of dramatic devel-

opments that have revolutionised particle phys-

ics in the past two years.

Readers will recall the dramatic break-

through that occurred in November 1974 when

workers at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,

California, and at Brookhaven National Labor-

atory in New York independently and simultan-

eously announced the discovery of a heavy meta-

stable meson (called J or i) .. . In the dec-

ade preceeding this discovery all known mesons

and baryons that were discovered had fitted in

nicely with the idea of Gell-Mann and Zweig.

. that there should exist quarks coming in

three types or "flavours" distinguished by

quantum numbers such as isospin or strangeness

and that the mesons and baryons were bound

states of these quarks. The high mass and re-

markable stability of the J/i suggested that

this meson might be a bound state of a fourth

flavour of quark ("charmed quark") and its

antiquark. In the jargon this state had "hid-

den charm" and theoreticians expected that

there should be a spectroscopy of similar

states which has become known as the "charmon-

ium spectroscopy" by analogy with the spectros-

copy of positronium. Several heavy metastable

states have been discovered since November 1974

and the latest information of their properties

was presented at Tbilisi. The spectrum that is

emerging is in excellent agreement with that

expected for charmonium though the precise

values of the masses are in some cases not

quite what had been theoretically predicted.

The idea that there might be a charmed

quark had been suggested by many people as long

ago as 1964. Theoeretical interest in this

idea took on new significance when Glashow,

Iliopoulis and Maiani noticed. .. that a charm-

ed quark could provide a mechanism (the GIM

mechanism) for overcoming a stumbling block

that had arisen in attempts to unify theoret-

ically weak and electromagnetic interactions.

Their theory required that there should exist

mesons made from a charmed quark and its anti-

quark and that the lightest of these mesons

should have a mass around 3 GeV/c
2 (about three

times as heavy as the proton). The J/1 and the

other heavy metastable states certainly fit in

with this idea and are even in the predicted mass

region.

The second consequence of their theory is

that there should exist mesons made from a charm-

ed quark and one of the old faithful uncharmed

quarks. After the discovery of the J/4 it was

predicted that the lightest of these states

("charmed mesons") should exist with a mass of

about 2 GeV/c
2. Furthermore, it was predicted

that strange particles (such as the K meson)

should be an important feature of the decay pro-

ducts of these charmed meson states.

In May of this year came a strong suggestion

that such a state had been found in a study of

the debris produced from the annihilation of

electrons with their antimatter (positrons) at

SPEAR in Stanford, California. An electrically

neutral metastable particle was observed with a

mass of 1.86 GeV/c
2 (compare the predicted 2

GeV/c
2!) decaying into K and T and sometimes in-

to K and three pions. A study of the energy

and momentum balance suggested that in the

electron-positron annihilation a state with mass

of 2.02 GeV/c
2 was being produced in conjunction

with the 1.86 GeV/c
2 state, although the decay

modes of this second particle have not yet been

isolated. These two states were reported on at

Tbilisi and the popular feeling was that they

are charmed meson states where the quark and

antiquark from which they are composed have

coupled their spins to give a total angular mom-

entum of 0 or 1 respectively (like the T and p

mesons). The observations of the strange mes-

on, K, in the decay products is as anticipated

for a charmed meson.

Only two weeks before the conference phys-

icists at SPEAR working in collaboration with

colleagues from the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

at the University of California, Berkeley, dis-

covered the electrically charged partners of

these mesons. The masses of the two states are

identical to or perhaps marginally heavier than

their neutral counterparts. The charged state

at 1.86 GeV/c
2 was seen decaying into a K and

two pions. The important discovery, which is

crucial to the charm interpretation, is that the

positively charmed meson (D+) is predicted to

decay to K and two pions with electrical charges

distributed as in

D+ -+ K-T+T+

but should not decay by the mode

D+ -+ K+'+T-

This is precisely what is observed in the data

presented at Tbilisi.

Other phenomena that are probably due to

charmed particle production were reported from

several laboratories around the world. Of most

I - - -
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immediate comparison with the SPEAR results are

the experiments involving electron-positron an-

nihilation at the Hamburg facility (DORIS). B.

Wiik (Hamburg) reported that when electrons and

positrons annihilate at DORIS with a total energy

of just over 4 GeV (the same energy region in

which SPEAR saw the simultaneous production of

the 1.86 and 2.02 GeV/c
2 mesons) an electron was

observed in the debris more frequently than ex-

pected from previously known sources. It was

reported last year. .. that anomalous production

of electrons and muons were seen in this energy

range by Perl's group at SPEAR where it was ar-

gued that these were the decay products of a

heavy lepton. Several features of the DORIS re-

sults suggest that at Hamburg, on the contrary,

one is seeing electrons produced in the decays

of charmed mesons (probably the same mesons that

were seen decaying into K and pions at SPEAR).

Furthermore, in two independent experiments at

DORIS, it has been found that these electrons

tend to be produced in conjunction with K mes-

ons. The nature of these events is therefore

consistent with pair production of charmed mes-

ons (D,D*) followed by their "semileptonic"

decay

e+ + e" - D(1.86) + D*(2.02)

1 e + K + pions + neutrino

The ubiquitous K meson is as expected in charm

theories.

While it seems fairly certain that these

leptons are coming from the weak decay of long

lived particles, the precise relation of this

signal with the anomalous lepton signal observed

by Perl's group at SPEAR is unclear and gener-

ated much discussion. While the majority opin-

ion still appeared to be that the Perl group's

leptons are coming from a heavy lepton source,

several people were unhappy with this interpret-

ation.

Now that the first charmed particles have

apparently been found, the status of the heavy

lepton has taken on a particularly pivotal pos-

ition in the theoretical development of high

energy physics as was emphasised in the talk by

A. de Rujula (Harvard University). As noted

above, the priorities of the charmed mesons

appear to be in line with those expected by

Glashow, Iliopoulis and Maiani if charm is the

way to overcome the stumbling block in the weak

and electromagnetic unified theories. The dis-

covery of charm with, apparently, these very

properties lends indirect support to these

theories. Other tests of these ideas were pre-

sented at Tbilisi. What seems astonishing is

the amount of evidence that has accumulated in

the last two years increasingly suggesting that

the GIM mechanism allied with the original un-

ification idea of Weinberg. .. and Salam. ..

could be, if not the whole story, at least a

first qualitative approximation to the correct

theory. Almost all of the data on weak inter-

actions reported at the conference agree with

the Weinberg-Salam theory with four flavours of

quark. There was some discussion as to whether

a fifth and sixth flavour of quark may be necess-

ary to describe data (on the theoretical front,

confirmation of Perl's heavy lepton would lead

people to prefer six flavours of quark--hence

its "pivotal position"). There does not yet

appear to be any widely accepted need for extra

complexity however.

The weak neutral currents (where neutrinos

scatter from a target without any transfer of

electrical charge taking place), reported on in

Londin in 1974, have been studied in detail.

Several groups reported evidence that parity is

violated in these interactions, moreover the

nature of this violation appears to be in accord

with the Weinberg-Salam theory. ..

The consensus of opinion was that it is rap-

idly becoming accepted that weak and electromag-

netic interactions are indeed probably unified

and that the "gauge field theories" are underly-

ing not only weak-electromagnetic but perhaps

also strong interactions (the jargon here being

quantum chromodynamics, or QCD, analagous to

quantum electrodynamics). One consequence of

such theories is that the scaling phenomena seen

previously in deep inelastic scattering of lep-

tons on hadron targets should be violated in a

systematic way at the very high energy experi-

ments now taking place at the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory near Chicago. Experimen-

tal data were presented by T. Quirk (University

of Oxford) which showed a pattern of scaling

violation consistent with the predictions of

such theories ..

One possibility raised by QCD theories is

that quark confinement inside hadrons may be a

natural consequence. There was discussion among

theorists of this possibility but as yet no

clear idea had emerged. . .

When in the future we look back on the two

years leading up to this conference, they will

surely be seen to rank with the most significant

periods of advance in our understanding of sub-

atomic behaviour. A very clear direction for

ihvestigation has emerged. With SPEAR having

already been perhaps the most productive machine

in particle physics history, and DORIS still in

its infancy, these electron-positron annihil-

ation machines promise yet more to come. There

was also excitement at the great successes in

building the new super proton synchrotron at

CERN which promises to be ready for experimental

research within a few months. East and West at

Tbilisi were united in their belief that the

next few years in high energy physics may reveal

further significant advances that will rank

alongside those just made in the past few weeks.

I think Iliopoulis would not bet against that.

_ __
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An older, view of a part of the research area at SLAC. On the left is End Station A, which

houses three large magnetic spectrometers that are used for electron-scattering and photoproduc-

tion studies. SLAC's first notable achievement in particle-physics research resulted from exper-

iments on inelastic electron scattering carried out with these spectrometers. 
These studies re-

vealed the fact that the fundamental nucleons, the proton and neutron, appear 
to be complex ob-

jects with internal structure, which may well be built up from simpler, more basic 
constituents--

"partons" or "quarks." On the right in the photo in the SPEAR storage ring, where the experiments

carried out during the past several years have profoundly influenced the entire 
field of particle-

physics research. Discoveries of a wholly new and unexpected family of massive, long-lived part-

icles--the psions--have greatly extended our understanding of the elementary 
constituents of mat-

ter and have ushered in a period of rapid progress in research and epidemic excitement among those

working in the field. The prospect for further achievements at SPEAR and at the large new storage

ring PEP now being built at SLAC is very promising. Nature continues to display remarkable rich-

ness, and SLAC's electron-positron storage rings will continue to provide a unique 
window into her

innermost workings.
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End Station A (left), the SPEAR electron-positron storage ring rl gn ceLIL , L -.L-- Fl-

Synchrotron Radiation Project (right) in the research yard at the SLAC laboratory.

Note: Much of the physics information

given here is described more fully in the fol-

lowing earlier Beam Line articles:

1. "An introduction to colliding-beam stor-

age rings," Aug& Sept 1974.

2. "We have observed a very sharp peak..."

Dec. 5 , 1974.

3. "More new particles," Oct &Nov 1975.

4. "Charmed particles," July 1976.

Copies of these articles can be obtained from

B. Kirk (Bin #80) or H. Weidner (Bin #20).
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THE STORAGE RING

SOME HISTORY

In the early 1960's, 500 MeV storage rings

for electrons had been built at the High Energy

Physics Laboratory on the Stanford campus as a

joint Stanford-Princeton University project.

This device was the first to provide useful

physics results from a colliding-beam machine

(in 1965). Planning for the SPEAR machine, which

would store electrons and positrons, began in

about 1961, and the first formal proposal to

build such a facility at SLAC was submitted in

1964. Although this proposal was revised and re-

submitted several times, funding could not be

obtained. Finally, in 1970, SLAC received per-

mission from the AEC (now ERDA) to reprogram

some of its regular annual funding in order to

construct a simplified version of SPEAR. The

SPEAR facility was completed in about two years,

at a cost of about $5.3 million, and the first

physics experiments began in the early part of

1973. Concurrent with construction of the SPEAR
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ring, a large magnetic detector called the Mark

I was also built for use with the storage ring.

COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

The drawing at the bottom of this page shows

the general layout of the SPEAR storage ring.

In the following paragraphs we briefly describe

the major components and systems of the ring.

Injection System

The electron and positron beams for SPEAR

are produced in the SLAC accelerator and trans-

ported to the ring. The injection system con-

sists of a Y-shaped arrangement of magnets and

other components (not shown in the drawing)

whose function is to "aim" the beams accurately

into the storage ring. Electrons and positrons

are injected alternately through the opposite

legs of the Y-channel so that they enter the

ring traveling in opposite directions. A typic-

al injection cycle goes as follows: (1) Elec-

1940A2
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trons are injected until the ring is "filled";

the time required is perhaps a minute or two.

(2) Positrons are injected until the ring is

filled; because the SLAC accelerator can produce

fewer positrons than electrons, the time required

for the positron fill is perhaps 10-20 minutes.

(3) Then injection is stopped, and the ring oper-

ates with its stored beams for perhaps 2 to 4

hours before another fill is needed.

(Just recently a new injection cycle has been

developed in which smaller amounts of beam are

injected more frequently to "top off" the stored

beams while SPEAR continues running.)

Magnetic Guide Field

The storage ring's magnetic guide field serv-

es two main purposes: (1) The bending magnets

deflect the beams sideways so that they so that

they follow a more-or-less circular orbit or path

around the ring. (2) The quadrupole magnets exert

a net focusing or "squeezing" effect upon the

beams in order to counteract their natural tend-

ency to diverge or spread out (like the beam of

a flashlight). SPEAR's guide field is built up

in modular sections. Two bending magnets and

three quadrupoles are assembled with certain

other components on a "standard girder" made of

reinforced concrete, as shown in the following

photograph.

SPEAR technician Ralph Gaxiola is shown

here with one of the 18 "girders" which to-

gether make up the magnetic guide field.

The girders were put together in the SLAC shops,

then moved to the SPEAR site and joined together.

The complete ring consists of 18 such girders

(not all standard) and a few other individual

magnets located elsewhere.

Vacuum System

Accelerator and storage ring beams must

travel along a path that is free of obstacles

with which they could collide and thus be lost.

The most difficult obstacle to get rid of is

the oxygen and nitrogen molecules that form the

earth's atmosphere. Two things are needed to

provide a relatively clear path for the beams:

(1) an enclosed, air-tight vacuum chamber for

the beams to travel in; (2) a pumping system

that can "pull" and hold an air-pressure level

within the chamber that is as low as practicably

possible. Because of the hours-long beam-storage

times that storage rings are expected to achieve,

the vacuum systems for such rings must be much

better than those of conventional accelerators.

This requires special kinds of pumps, and plenty

of them, in a system that strains the vacuum art

to its utmost. At SPEAR the principal pumping

load is handled by 'sputter-ion' pumps that are

actually built-in as integral parts of the vac-

uum chamber. This system is shown in the next

drawing.

Radiofrequency Power

Even if a perfect vacuum system and a per-

fect magnetic guide field could be provided

for the electrons and positrons to circulate

in, the beams in a storage ring would be lost

rapidly unless some further action is taken.

This is because electrically charged particles

that are forced by magnetic fields to travel

in a curved path continually lose some of

their energy through a process called synchro-

tron radiation. In effect, this lost energy

is "thrown off" by the particles in the same

way that mud is thrown off by a spinning

wheel. There are three kinds of problems that

are caused by synchrotron radiation:

1. Heat. The radiation strikes the outer

wall of the vacuum chamber and produces enough

heat there so that a water-cooling system is

required.

2. Gas. Under normal conditions the metal

walls of the vacuum chamber contain a large

quantity of adsorbed gas. But synchrotron

radiation acts to desorb or knock loose some

A cross-section through the SPEAR vacuum

chamber. The water-cooling passage is on the

outer wall of the aluminum chamber, where

most of the heat from synchrotron radiation

(see below) is deposited. The cathode-anode-

high-voltage (H.V.) structure along the in-

ner wall is a part of the special sputter-ion

pumping system that is required to maintain

the high-vacuum environment in the ring.
_ -

_
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of these gas molecules from the walls and into

the path of the beams. Thus with the beams cir-

culating, the vacuum system acts as though it

has a large, steady leak that is letting in air.

3. Tired beams. The magnetic guide field of

a storage ring can be adjusted to store beams of

various energies, but only one energy at a time.

Synchrotron radiation causes the beams to lose

a certain amount of energy on each revolution

around the ring, which means that they will rap-

idly spiral in against the inner wall of the

vacuum chamber and be lost unless some correct-

ive action is taken to compensate for this de-

celeration.

The cure for deceleration is acceleration,

which is provided by the radiofrequency (RF)

power system. At several points around the cir-

cumference of the ring there are powerful RF

sources which feed high-frequency radio waves

into beam-coupling devices that deliver a strong

electrical "kick" to the beam particles each

time they pass by. The power sources used at

SPEAR are large klystron tubes that were devel-

oped at SLAC. The beam-coupling devices, called

RF "cavities," were also developed here. One of

these cavities is shown in the following photo.

in particle collisions. This useful energy is

often called "effective collision energy" or

"center-of-mass [CM] energy." The CM energy

produced by a conventional accelerator is always

less than the energy of the beam (a 22 GeV beam

from the SLAC accelerator, for example, can pro-

duce a maximum CM energy of about 7 GeV). In

the case of a storage ring, however, the CM en-

ergy is simply the sum of the energies of the

two beams.

SPEAR I & SPEAR II

From its first operation in 1972 until mid-

1974, SPEAR was able to store beams with ener-

gies ranging from about 1.3 to 2.4 GeV for each

beam, or CM energies from 2.6 to 4.8 GeV. This

period of operation is now called "SPEAR I."

During the late summer and fall of 1974, the

storage ring was modified by changing the RF

power system and certain other components in

order to achieve higher energies. The modified

ring is called "SPEAR II," and it can produce

CM energies up to a maximum of about 8 GeV.

Luminosity

The second storage ring characteristic that

is very important is related to how frequently

the electrons and positrons in the counter-

rotating beams collide with each other. This

collision rate determines the so-called "lumin-

osity" of the ring (perhaps because collisions

cause the detection equipment to "light up").

Luminosity is expressed in units that are too

complicated to worry about here, so we'll just

settle for the fact that the SPEAR ring has

been able to achieve the highest value of lumin-

osity yet recorded for an electron-positron

machine.

Some of more important facts about SPEAR

are listed in the following table.

One of the radiofrequency accelerating cav-

ities used at SPEAR. Radio waves from a klys-

tron power source create powerful electrical

fields within the cavity that are timed to de-

liver an accelerating kick to the circulating

beams on each revolution. The cavity shown

here is a part of the RF system for SPEAR II

(see below).

SPEAR OPERATION

Energy

One of the most important characteristics

of an accelerator or storage ring is the amount

of "useful" energy that its beams can produce

MAIN SPEAR II PARAMETERS

Energy (each beam) 1.5-4.0 GeV

Max. Luminosity 1.6x 10 3 cm sec

Max. Stored Current (each beam) 50 ma

No. of Stored Bunches (each beam) 1

Filling Time 10-30 min.

Beam Lifetime 2-4 hrs.

RF Frequency 353 MHz

Total RF Power 500 kW

No. of Magnets 142

Bending 36

Quadrupole 54

Sextupole 52

Weight of Magnets 230 tons

-
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THE DETECTOR

This section contains a brief description of
the Mark I magnetic detector that was built by
the joint SLAC-LBL experimental group for their
experiments at SPEAR. The Mark I sits in one
of the two experimental areas at SPEAR, the West
"pit," in which the electron and positron beams
collide with each other. Such e+e- collisions
can produce many different kinds of elementary
particles--electrons, muons, pi and K mesons,
etc.--which emerge from the interaction region
with various energies and traveling in various
directions. An ideal detection device for
studying these interactions would have the fol-
lowing characteristics:

1. It would be able to measure with high
precision both the energies of the emerging
particles and the paths that they follow.

2. It would be able to identify unambiguous-
ly each of the emerging particles by type.

3. Both (1) and (2) would be possible for
either electrically charged or neutral particles.

4. The detector would completely surround
the e+e- interaction point so that particles
emerging in any direction can be detected.

No practical device can fulfill all of these
functions perfectly. The Mark I, for example,
does not completely surround the interaction

point, but rather covers about 65% of the total
"solid angle." The Mark I was also designed to
be a more efficient detector of charged part-
icles than of neutrals. For its intended use,
however, the Mark I has proved to be a superbly
effective instrument.

The general layout of the Mark I is shown
in the drawing at the bottom of this page. In
the following paragraphs we review briefly the
ways in which its various components play their
part in carrying out the measurement and iden-
tification functions that were listed above.

MAGNET

The momentum of an electrically charged
particle can be determined by tracking the path
followed by the particle as it is deflected by
a magnetic field. The form of the magnetic
field that is used in the Mark I is a solenoid--
that is, a cylindrical coil of wire that produces
a magnetic field whose direction lies along the
axis of the cylinder:

irection of
Magnetic

Field

The Mark I's magnetic coil forms a cylinder
about 3 meters long and 3 meters in diameter,
and it can produce a magnetic field strength of
about 4000 gauss within the volume of the coil.
The magnetic circuit for the solenoid is com-
pleted by the octagonal array of steel slabs
("flux return") and by the large steel end caps.

A telescoped view of the Mark I
magnetic detector at SPEAR. The mag-
netic field volume is about 3 by 3
meters. Charged particles are track-

ed by magnetostrictive spark cham-
bers. Particle identification is
made with shower counters and muon

spark chambers, and by a time-of-
flight timing system. The text des-
cribes these in more detail. The
complete detector weighs about 500
tons. The joint SLAC-LBL physics
group has used the Mark I detector
since early 1973 in studies of the
production of strongly interacting
particles in electron-positron col-
lisions.

_ � I __ ___ __
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Although a solenoidal magnet such as the

one used with the Mark I does not, in princip-

le, produce any magnetic field along the axis

of the solenoid, in practice it is necessary to

use a pair of smaller compensating solenoids at

the ends of the magnet to assure that the cir-

culating electron and positron beams are not

deflected away from their stable orbits in

SPEAR.

SPARK CHAMBERS

The SPEAR beams pass through the Mark I de-

tector within the confines of an evacuated beam

pipe that is a few inches in diameter. When an

e+e - collision of interest occurs, most often

the scattered or newly created particles will

penetrate through the thin walls of the vacuum

pipe. The fact that such penetration has occur-

red is recorded by the pipe counter. The next

step is to track the paths or trajectories that

are following by the charged particles within

the volume of the magnetic field. This is done

by 16 concentric layers of spark chambers, which

respond to the close passage of a particle by

producing a certain kind of output signal. (The

individual wires that form the spark chambers

collect a pulse of current, which produces a

"magnetostrictive" output signal.) The succes-

sion of "hits" on the spark chamber wires thus

represents the path followed by the charged

particle.

TRIGGER AND SHOWER COUNTERS

These counters consist of a plastic material

which has the property that it will give off a

flash of light when it is struck by an electric-

ally charged particle. There are 48 trigger

counters arranged in a barrel-shaped array

around the inner wire spark chambers. After

passing outward through the trigger counters,

the particles next encounter the aluminum coil

of the magnet, and then the array of 24 shower

counters. The shower counters consist of scin-

tillators that have been "loaded" with a sub-

stantial content of lead, which makes them more

effective in their principal function of iden-

tifying electrons and positrons.

MUON SPARK CHAMBERS

Muons can be distinguished from other part-

icles by their ability to penetrate more deeply

through material before losing all their energy.

For this reason, the muon-identifying spark

chambers are located on the outside of the steel

flux-return sections of the magnet (which "fil-

ter" out other kinds of particles). For some

of the more recent experimental work at SPEAR,

additional muon filtering has been added to that

shown on the previous page in order to improve

the identification of these particles.

COMPUTER DATA COLLECTION

During an experiment, the various counters

and wire chambers within the Mark I system pro-

duce data at a tremendous rate--much too rapid-

ly for human beings to record. For this reason,

all of the experimental data is fed directly in-

to a medium-sized computer which logs everything

onto magnetic tape. This computer is also able

to do some on-line analysis of what is happen-

ing. As an example, it uses the particle-track-

ing information from the wire spark chambers to

reconstruct pictorial representations of collis-

ion events and to display them on a TV screen:

In September of 1972, the Mark I magnetic

detector was being assembled near its tempor-

ary shack on the pad near SPEAR. The octag-

onal structure of the magnet iron shows

clearly in this photo. The light-colored,

keystone-shaped objects are covers for the

long plastic scintillation counters that had

not then been installed.

SLAC Beam Line, November 1976S-6
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This photograph gives a better sense of the size and complexity of the SPEAR Mark I magnetic
detector than the previous words. Former LBL experimentalist Carl Friedberg is shown working on
the device with its end caps removed. The Mark I is connected to the outside world by water
hoses, heavy electrical conductors, and literally thousands of different signal cables. The
dark circular rim on which Friedberg is seated marks the outer limits of the particle-tracking
wire spark chambers. The cylindrical projections (some numbered) house the phototubes that read
the output of the trigger and shower scintillation counters. The magnet's solenoidal coil is be-
tween the two rows of phototubes, and its octagonal flux-return structure is just outside the
outer row of phototubes. (Photo by UC-Berkeley/LBL Graphic Arts.)

_ �
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THE PHYSICS BACKGROUND

The joint SLAC-LBL experimental group was

responsible for the construction of the Mark I

magnetic detector, and for its subsequent use

in two experiments at SPEAR: SP-2 and SP-17,

each of which was "An experimental study of

positron-electron annihilation into multipart-

icle final states. .." In this section we re-

view briefly several topics that may be helpful

in understanding the results of these experi-

ments.

MOTIVATION FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

The "multiparticle final states" of SP-2

and SP-17 refer to the production of the family

of strongly interacting particles known as had-

rons. The general ideas behind these experi-

ments can be summarized as follows:

1. Too many. During the past 25 years more

than 200 different kinds of hadronic particles

(or "states" or "resonances") have been discov-

ered. So large a number of apparently differ-

ent things makes it hard to believe that all of

them--or even many of them--can be truly elemen-

tary. Maybe these observed states are actually

complicated things, which are made up of smaller

and more basic building blocks.

2. A theory. Since the early 1960's there

has been a theory which postulates that the had-

rons are in fact composite structures, and that

all of the known states can be constructed from

only 3 fundamental objects known as quarks plus

their 3 corresponding antiquarks. This theory

has had a few failures but many remarkable suc-

cesses in explaining the hadrons. One problem

is that quarks have never been directly detected

in experiments.

3. An experimental clue. During the late

1960's, the "deep inelastic" electron-proton

scattering experiments at SLAC provided the

first evidence that strongly supported the idea

of hadrons as complex structures. In this work

the proton (which is a hadron) appeared to con-

tain a few very small inner constituents, now

called partons. It may well be that quarks and

partons are actually the same things.

These 3 items clearly point toward the im-

portance of studying the hadronic family of

particles--their structure and interactions, how

they are created in various collision processes,

the ways in which they decay into different com-

binations of other particles. But this conclus-

ion is no great surprise, because the effort to

understand hadrons has been center-stage in part-

icle physics for many years. The question then

arises of whether the SPEAR storage ring had

something special to offer for hadron studies.

The answer, which is "yes," leads us to the next

topic.

THE ANNIHILATION PROCESS

In SPEAR the counter-rotating beams of pos-

itrons (e+) and electrons (e-) are made to pass

through each other at two interaction points on

opposite sides of the ring, where the e+e- col-

lisions occur. The particular kind of collision

of most interest is called annihilation, a pro-

cess that can happen only when a particle col-

lides with its antimatter counterpart, or anti-

particle. (Positrons could also be called "anti-

electrons.") Electron-positron annihilation

proceeds in two steps:

1. Electron and positron collide and disap-

pear, at the same instant creating a dense bun-

dle of pure electromagnetic energy called a vir-

tual photon or virtual gamma ray (yv).

2. After an immeasurably brief existence

(- 10- 2 5 second), the virtual photon rematerial-

izes into one or more newly created particles.

We might picture the e+e
- annihilation pro-

ue 4 1- ± 1 4 a .

e +s

em

created particles

The more usual way of showing the process is to

use the shorthand notation of physics:

e+e- + Yv + created particles

Although we'll most often leave out the Yv in

writing down particle interactions, this short-

lived virtual photon "middle man" is in fact

very important, for the following reason.

The force involved when new particles are

created from the virtual photon intermediate

state is that of electromagnetism, and the theory

that has been developed to describe the workings

of this force* is by all odds the most complete

and accurate theory in particle physics. It is

not an exaggeration to say that electromagnetic

production of new particles is.a process that is

almost perfectly understood. As a consequence,

when e+e- annihilation is used to create hadrons,

the unknown properties of these complex particles

can be studied in a way that is not muddled or

obscured by the complications of an unknown pro-

duction process. Electron-positron annihilation

is thus an ideal starting point for hadron stud-

ies--in effect a transparent window into the un-

known. This is a singular experimental advantage

offered by electron-positron storage rings.

New energy region. A second part of the

SPEAR-related motivation for Experiments SP-2

*The theory is "quantum electrodynamics" or QED.

e
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and SP-17 is the fact that the energy region

accessible to SPEAR I, and later to SPEAR II,

had not been systematically explored by experi-

ments at other machines. However, we'll put off

discussion of this point until a later section.

"POINT" LEPTONS & "STRUCTURED" HADRONS

Let's begin here by identifying some of part-

icles, by name and by symbol, that will turn up

in the SLAC-LBL experiment:

e+

e
11+

li

positron

electron

muon (positive)

muon (negative) } LEPTONS

7T+ = pion (positive)
T° = pion (neutral)

ET = pion (negative) HADRONS

K+ = kaon (positive) (there are

K = kaon (neutral) many more

K- = kaon (negative)

p = proton
p = antiproton

We've already noted that hadrons are defined as

those particles which respond to the strong

force, while leptons are those particles which

do not. However, there is another very import-

ant difference between these two families of

particles that was implied but not yet made ex-

plicit: Hadrons are somewhat diffuse objects,

whose structure is spread-out through a certain

volume of space; they have a diameter or size of

about 10 13cm. On the other hand, leptons have

been probed down to distances of 101 cm, and

even at this incredibly small level of resolut-

ion they still appear to be simple, point-like

objects having no discernable size. So far as

we know, then, leptons are in fact elementary

particles, whereas the evidence is strong that

hadrons are not.

The e+e- annihilation process at SPEAR pro-

duces new particles in each of the two major

particle families:

e+e- + e+e -

(1) e+e - - + p+P-

e+e- + 'T+oT -

e+e- - K+K-
(2) e+e- + 7+T-K+K-

e+e- + pp
etc.

Lepton

production

Hadron
production

From what we've just learned about the differ-

ences between leptons and hadrons, it would

seem logical to assume that processes (1) and

(2) must be quite different from each other,

with not much common basis for comparison. But

there is a way in which lepton production and

hadron production can in fact be related to

each other, for reasons that we will now des-

cribe.

LEPTONS AND QUARKS

The theory of hadronic structure we mention-

ed earlier postulated that hadrons are actually

made of more basic things called quarks. Spec-

ifically, a particle such as the proton is sup-

posed to consist of 3 quarks packed together in

a bag, like this:

proton 3 3 quarks

The individual quarks are much smaller than the

proton as a whole--in fact so small that they

may be just as simple and point-like as such

leptons as the electron:
proton

electron o 3 quarks

This similarity in size between leptons and

quarks is the starting point for a comparison

of the two. And a more detailed look does in

fact turn up other similarities, which can be

summarized in the following way:

1. Both appear point-like and therefore

seem truly elementary.

2. Both possess an intrinsic angular momen-

tum, or spin, that is equal to 1/2 of the basic

spin unit.

3. Both can exist with certain amounts of

positive or negative electrical charge (but not

the same amount).

In this comparison we have to remember that

no one has ever observed or detected a quark,

so that the properties of spin and charge listed

above are simply those given by the theory. But

for the time being we'll assume that the theory

is correct and see where that leads us.

THE HADRON/MUON-PAIR RATIO

Assuming that quarks and leptons really are

quite similar, then the quark theory can be used

to make a specific prediction about the relation-

ship that should exist between hadron production

and lepton production in e+e
- annihilation. The

prediction concerns the following ratio:

e+e- -+ any hadrons
R =

This is called the hadron/muon-pair ratio, and

it plays an important role in the SPEAR physics.

The specific value of R that is predicted is

calculated according to the following recipe:

R = the sum of the squares of the electric

charges carried by each of the basic constit-

uents. In the simplest (3-quark) theory, the

quark charges are the very peculiar values 2/3,

-1/3 and -1/3, which means that

R = (2/3)2 + (-1/3)2 + (-1/3)
2 = 2/3

Now let's see how R = 2/3 fits the SPEAR data.

_ _
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THE EARLY RESULTS

We've seen how the simple 3-quark theoretic-

al model of hadronic structure predicts that

e+e - annihilation will create hadrons at a rate

that is 2/3 that for the creation of muon pairs.

The SLAC-LBL experimental group got down to ser-

ious business in their study of hadron produc-

tion at SPEAR in the early part of 1973. Even

before that time, however, there had been some

experimental evidence that made the R = 2/3 pre-

diction seem rather doubtful.

EARLY WARNING SIGNALS

Starting in 1971, a series of experiments

at the ADONE storage ring in Frascati, Italy,

had yielded values of the hadron/muon-pair ratio

ranging upward from about R = 1 to R = 6. Then

somewhat later two important measurements of R

were made at the storage ring that had been

built by modifying the Cambridge Electron Accel-

erator (CEA) at Harvard University. The CEA re-

sults indicated R - 5 at a center-of-mass (CM)

energy of 4 GeV, and R = 6 at a CM energy of

5 GeV. These Frascati and CEA early measure-

ments of R are shown in the following figure.
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The ratio R of hadron to muon-pair pro-

duction as measured at Frascati and at CEA

from 1971 to 1973. The R = 2/3 prediction

of the simple 3-quark model is shown for com-

parison, along with the R = 2 prediction that

results from the theoretical assumption that

each of the 3 basic quarks can exist in 3

different states of "color" (thus a total of

9 quarks). Neither of the predictions fits

the experimental data, but at the time many

physicists decided that more data would be

needed to make a definitive testo

The Frascati and CEA results were certainly

surprising, but many physicists decided to a-

dopt a wait-and-see attitude before concluding

that the quark-model predictions were wrong.

This was partly because the CEA data was based

on fewer than 100 total events, and partly be-

cause of the rather broad spread in the R val-

ues measured in the several experiments at

Frascati.

THE SPEAR DATA

The SLAC-LBL group thus began their exper-

iment with an opportunity to contribute the

definitive measurements of the hadron/muon-pair

ratio. Measurements were taken at CM energies

from 2.6 to 4.8 GeV at intervals of 0.2 GeV,

with the results shown in the next figure.

With the Frascati, CEA and SLAC data all in

good agreement, the discrepancy between exper-

iment and theory then became quite serious. Not

only were the predicted values of R far off the

mark, but also R appeared to be increasing stead-

ily toward higher CM energy even though the

theory predicted no such increase. Whole pla-

toons of theorists began to fall back in dis-

array, and such mutterings as "Quarks is dead"

were heard in the land. But now, some two years

later, quarks is very far from dead, and

the behavior of R shown above is now seen to be

quite misleading. To see why, let's move on.
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This is the same as the previous figure

except that the R measurements made at SPEAR

in 1973 and 1974 have been added. The SPEAR

data definitely confirms the accuracy of the

lower energy Frascati data and the 4 and 5 GeV

measurements from CEA.
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THE PSI DISCOVERIES

The discovery of the psi particles is des-

cribed by Burt Richter and by Gerson Goldhaber

in two separate articles that appear in this is-

sue of the Beam Line. Our purpose here will be

simply to add a few notes to these more detailed

descriptions.

THE CURIOUS POINT

As we've seen in the previous section, the

purpose of the first SLAC-LBL experiment at

SPEAR, SP-2, was to make a general survey of had-

ron production throughout the center-of-mass en-

ergy region from 2.6 to 4.8 GeV. This was done

by collecting data at 12 different CM energies:

2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4 . .. 4.8 GeV. After this

had been done, it was noticed that the data at

3.2 GeV seemed to show a somewhat higher probab-

ility for hadron production (a larger "cross sec-

tion") than that of the adjacent points at 3.0

and 3.4 GeV, as shown in the following figure.
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The SPEAR measurements of the total cross

section, or probability, of hadron production

as of April 1974. The point at 3.2 GeV mark-

ed "Curious" is enough out of line with the

other points to warrant further study. Ad-

ditional measurements at 3.2 and 3.3 GeV were

normal, but those at 3.1 GeV showed inconsis-

tent results.
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This figure summarizes the experimental sit-

uation as of April 1974. Since the storage ring

was scheduled to be shut down in June for con-

version to higher energies (SPEAR II), it was

decided to use the May running to investigate

the region around the "curious" point at 3.2 GeV

in more detail. The measurements at 3.2 and 3.3

GeV showed nothing unusual, but the results at

3.1 GeV were inconsistent.

During the shut-down period, from June until

October, the 3.1 GeV data was analyzed in detail.

Specifically, this data had been obtained in

eight separate running periods, during which the

measured cross section values (in nanobarns) had

been as follows:

#1 -
#2 -
#3 -
#4 -

55
116

18
19

#5 - 25
#6 - 26
#7 - 23
#8 - 23

Measurements #3 through #8 show a spread of

values that is small enough to be within exper-

imental errors. But measurements #1 and #2 are

very far out of line. When such large discrep-

ancies appear, there is always the possibility

that the experimental apparatus is acting up,

or that a bug of some sort has turned up in the

computer programs. But detailed study of all

such possibilities that could be thought of did

not disclose any such problems. As a result,

the group decided that the first priority when

SPEAR came back into operation would be to go

over the 3.1 GeV energy region again--this time

with a fine-tooth comb--in an effort to under-

stand what was actually happening.

THE WEEKEND OF NOVEMBER 9 & 10

By the early afternoon of Saturday, Novem-

ber 9, data taken at energies slightly above

3.1 GeV had shown a definite increase in the

hadron-production cross section, and by late

evening the measured cross section was up by

a factor of about two. Such an increase was

Bob
Gould
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enough to convince the experimenters that a new

"resonance" of some sort was being observed, al-

though it was not yet clear whether the exact

peak of the resonance had been reached. By

about 9 AM on Sunday morning, November 10, the

cross section had jumped up to about seven times

the "background," and so had the excitement of

the experimenters.

By that time the evidence was so convincing

that work began on drafting a paper for immed-

iate publication. This draft was completed in

about an hour, but by that time the peak had

increased from 7 times to about 70 times the

background. Hadron events were being recorded

so rapidly that the computer-display seemed to

be lighting up like a Christmas tree.

THE SECOND PSI PARTICLE

Once the initial excitement had fallen off,

the next step was to decide whether to begin a

detailed exploration of the properties of the

new particle, or to carry out a search at dif-

ferent energies for any other similar particles

that might exist. The latter alternative was

chosen as the first priority, and during the

next few days a method was worked out for oper-

ating SPEAR in a "scan" mode--in which the ener-

gy could be increased automatically in steps of

about 1 MeV at intervals of a minute or two.

Meanwhile, Marty Breidenbach of SLAC had worked

out a simple theoretical model which predicted

that the next psi particle (if there was one)

would be found somewhere in the energy region

between 3.6 and 3.8 GeV.

On Wednesday, November 20, the next run be-

gan by testing the scanning-mode operation at

the psi-particle energy of 3.1 GeV. Then at

12:30 AM on November 21 the first actual new

scan was begun at 3.6 GeV. Two hours later a

promising bump was observed, and at 3:20 AM the

second psi particle was discovered.

Center-of-mass energy in GeV

The first psi resonance as observed at

SPEAR. Its mass was originally measured as

3.105 GeV, but later recalibration gave the

present value of 3.095 GeV. The logarithmic

vertical scale (in nanobarns) shows that the

peak is a factor of 70 or more larger than

the background.

The first psi resonance is shown in the

figure above. The box below shows the title,

authors and abstract of the paper describing

this discovery that appeared in the December

2, 1974 issue of Physical Review Letters.
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Discovery of a Narrow Resonance in e+ e- Annihilation*

J.-E. Augustin,t A M. Boyarski, M. Breidenbach, F. Bulos, J. T. Dakin, G. J. Feldman,

G. E. Fischer, D. Fryberger, G. Hanson, B. Jean-Marie,t R. R. Larsen, V. Liith,

H. L. Lynch, D. Lyon, C. C. Morehouse, J. M. Paterson, M. L. Perl,

B. Richter, P. Rapidis, R. F, Schwitters, W. M. Tanenbaum,

and F. Vannucci$

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

and

G. S. Abrams, D. Briggs, W. Chinowsky, C. E. Friedberg, G. Goldhaber, R. J. Hollebeek,

J. A. Kadyk, B. Lulu, F. Pierre,§ G. H. Trilling, J. S. Whitaker,

J. Wiss, and J. E. Zipse

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

(Received 13 November 1974)

We have observed a very sharp peak in the cross section for e e' -'hadrons, e e°, and

possibly Mp-' at a center-of-mass energy of 3.105 0.003 GeV. The upper limit to the

full width at half-maximum is 1.3 MeV.
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Two years have now gone by since the discov-

eries of the psi particles, and during that time

many more important discoveries have been made

at SLAC and at other laboratories about these

new particles. It will be helpful in understand-

ing this later work if we make a brief detour

here to fill in some additional information about

the quark theory of hadronic structure that we

touched upon earlier.

THREE QUARKS

Let's begin by giving some names to the 3

basic building blocks called quarks that, accord-

ing to this theory, are the elementary constit-

uents of all of the hadrons:

QUARKS ANTIQUARKS

u d s u d

These letters are from the words up, down and
stLange, for reasons that won't concern us here.

A further assumption of the theory is that quarks
and antiquarks can combine with each other to

form hadrons in only 3 possible ways:

1. Baryons. Baryons are those hadrons which
consist of any 3 quarks bound together. The
proton, for example, consists of the quarks uud.

Other examples are

uCa, udd, usd, uss, e4s, etc.

2. Antibaryons. Antibaryons are those had-
rons which consist of any 3 antiquarks bound to-

gether. The antiproton, for example, consists
of the quarks fad. Other examples are

aud, add, ad, usU , e sZ , etc.

3. Mesons. Mesons are those hadrons which
consist of one quark and one antiquark bound to-

gether. The K+ meson, for example, consists of
the quarks u6. Other examples are

uu, du, 4u, d3, 3, etc.

One of the most remarkable achievements of

this 3-quark theory was the fact that up until
1974 all of the known hadrons seemed to fit in-
to these three family sub-classes of baryons,

antibaryons and mesons.

A FOURTH QUARK?

As far back as the early 1960's there had
been theoretical speculation that a fourth bas-
ic quark might be needed in order to account for
certain experimental facts. This speculation
was strongly revived soon after the discoveries
of the psi particles in November 1974, when it
became clear that the unusual properties of these

new particles would be difficult to explain if
only the usual a, d and 4 quarks were used. In

particular, the remarkably long lifetime of the
psi's would seem natural if they were assumed to

consist of quarks which carried some previously

unknown fundamental property of matter--perhaps

similar to the property of electric charge.

Charm. This postulated new property had

already been given the arbitrary and rather fan-

ciful name of "charm," the assumption being

that +1 unit of this charm (whatever it was)

would be carried by a new charmed quark (C),

while -1 unit of charm would be carried by the

corresponding charmed antiquark (C). When it

became known that the psi particles were mesons,

and that they were electrically neutral, the

logic of the charm theory led to the conclusion

that the psi's should consist of the quark-

antiquark combination CCo

Although this explanation based on charm

was only one of several different theories that

were suggested in the months following the dis-

coveries of the psi particles, it seemed the

most promising at the time, and subsequent ex-

perimental data have gone a long way toward

confirming the essential validity of the charm

idea. This confirmation will be the main sub-

ject of the following sections.

"CHARMONIUM"

The quark-antiquark combination CC is simil-

ar in certain ways to other, more familiar two-

particle systems, such as the hydrogen atom

(proton + electron) and "positronium" (positron

+ electron). Such systems can exist in many

different states or "energy levels," which are

determined by the relative motions of the two

particles. The analagous CC system has been

called charmonium, and some of the predicted

CC states are shown in the sketch below. The

psi states are those produced directly in e+e
-

annihilation, while the radiative transitions

are states that are created only when a psi

particle decays by emitting a gamma ray.

(shown by the dashed arrows in the sketch).

(More -~-- (More
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THE PSION FAMILY

The previous sketch showed 9 of the CC states

predicted by the "charmonium" picture. On this

page we'll repeat that sketch and fill in those

states that have been firmly or tentatively iden-

tified in experiments as the predicted particles.

Psi States

The original two psi particles, f(3095) and

l'(3684), fill the two lowest slots in the center

column. As shown in the figure at the bottom of

this page, there are two broader resonances or

peaks that occur in the process e+e
-

+ hadrons

at energies near 4.1 and 4.4 GeV. Although these

complex peaks are very different in character

from the pencil-thin resonances at 3.1 and 3.7,

there is nevertheless some evidence to support

the view that they may be higher-energy "excita-

tions" of the psi's. We therefore show them

tentatively as " (4100) and l'"(4414).

Radiative Transitions

There are candidates for all 5 of the predic-

ted intermediate states that are supposed to re-

sult from gamma-ray decay of the 1'(3684) or

f(3095). The first experimental observation

was made at the German storage ring DORIS, at the

DESY laboratory in Hamburg, in about June 1975.

The observed state was called Pc and was located

at about 3.5 GeV. Later the DORIS group also de-

tected the X(2800).

The SLAC-LBL group at SPEAR uses the symbol

X (chi) to distinguish the radiative transition

states that lie between the V'(3684) and t(3095).

Four such X states have been observed at SPEAR

(one the same as the Pc) in the range between

3.4 and 3.6 GeV.

The following sketch shows

experimentally observed states

charmonium predictions.

how the various

fit into the

1"'(4414)

4"(4100)4
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The X(2800) is probably the least well-estab-

lished of these states at the present time.

The V"(4100) and l"'(4414) are certainly some-

thing, but they may not turn out to be psi

particles. The remaining states are rather

firmly identified as CC combinations and there-

fore as members of what is beginning to be

called the psions or the psion family of part-

icles. The match of theory and experiment here

is quite striking, and lends strong support to

the basic theoretical idea of charm.

The hadron/muon-pair pro-(3.1) (4.1)

duction ratio measured at 8 (3.) / I' (4.1

SPEAR as of August 1975. In ( / ".(4.4)

contrast to the previous pic- o

ture of R (which seemed to -

be rising steadily with ener- 6

gy), there now appear to be

3 distinct regions in the |I

data: (1) Below about 3.8 GeV, 4
' 4

R is roughly constant at a

value of about 2.5. (2) From 1

3.9 to perhaps 4.8 GeV, there R 2
is a richly structured trans- -2 R 5.2

2 Transition
ition region. (3) Above 4.8 Transitionl

GeV, R again becomes roughly R - 2.5 region

constant as a value of about

5.2. The peaks at 4.1 and 0 I I

4.4 GeV are usually included 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

in the psi-state sequence Center-of-mass energy in GeV

i , ~', ", Wl"', although this

connection is not yet firmly made. The value of R at energies above 3.9 GeV is thought to be an

indication that at least one and possibly two new kinds of processes are occurring: (1) pairs of

charmed particles are being produced; (2) pairs of heavy leptons are being produced. Both pro-

cesses will be described later in more detail.

_ __
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THE ADVENT OF CHARM

So far the SLAC-LBL experimental data from
SPEAR has generally supported the idea of 4 bas-
ic quarks (L, d, 4, C) rather than 3. In part-

icular, the observed spectrum of predicted

"charmonium" states we've just looked at is good

evidence for the picture of the psion states as

mesons composed of the quark-antiquark pair CC.

There is, however, at least one more critically

important test of this theory to be made, as

follows.

CHARMED PARTICLES

The psions are not charmed particles. This

is because the C quark is assumed to carry +1

unit of charm, while the C antiquark carries -1

unit. Thus the CC combination has a net charm

of zero , just as the p+e- combination in
a hydrogen atom has a net electric charge of

zero. For this reason, the property of charm

will only be directly observable (the science

writers like "naked") in particles that contain

either c quarks or C antiquarks, but not both.

From our earlier quark discussion we can extra-

polate a few of many possible examples:

Charmed baryons: UUC, udc, d4c, CCC, 64C.
Charmed antibaryons: LuC, HiC, CCC, ide.

Charmed mesons: uC, CU, dc, Cd, sC, C3.

The simplest of these are the first 4 charm-

ed mesons, which have been given the family name

of D mesons:

Cl = D°, UC = D, Cd =D+ d = D-

THE SEARCH FOR CHARM

The first search for charmed particles was

carried out in late 1975. This search made use

of two pieces of input information:

1. There is nothing to prevent the decay

process
i' (3684) + D°DO or D+D -

Observation of the K37T de-

cay mode of the neutral charm-

ed meson (DO). Four charged

particles are detected, and

time-of-flight information is

used to distinguish between K

and i mesons. Then the data

are plotted under the alter-

nate assumptions that the four

charged particles are:

(a) +~+7rT-+7'; (b) K±+iT±TT ; or

(c) K+K-'+T -

The bump indicates that alter-

nate (b) is strongly prefer-

red. Similar analyses were
used to observe D° + K±i+
and D± + K+T±±7TT±
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happening unless the total mass of a pair
mesons is greater than the i' mass of 3684

But this process is not observed, so the

of one D meson must be larger than 1/2 of

MeV = 1842 MeV.

2. For a complicated reason, charmed partic-

les should have a strong preference for decay

into strange particles. This means in practice

that K mesons should show up prominently.

The early search did not succeed in detect-

ing charmed particles, one of the main reasons

being that the Mark I magnetic detector at SPEAR

could not very accurately distinguish between
T and K mesons.

THE DISCOVERY

In May 1976 a new search was initiated. By

that time a significantly larger data sample

(24,000 events) had been accumulated, and in

addition K-7 separation had been improved by the

use of a time-of-flight measuring system. With-

in a short time it was evident that K+T
- and

K-T+ combinations were appearing as decay pro-

ducts of some unknown parent particle having

a mass of about 1.86 GeV. The same particle

was then identified as the source of four-body

decays, K+T-~T+- and K-" + 7-T+ (see figure below).

These Ki and K37 decays were from the simp-
lest neutral charmed meson, DO, whose discovery

was the first direct evidence for a charmed part-

icle. Shortly afterward the charged counterpart

of the D° was discovered, the D+ and D- by

observing its decay into K+-7 and K- T1+ .

Within a month or two after these charmed

meson discoveries, a group working at Fermilab

presented persuasive evidence for the first

charmed baryon (actually an antibaryon).

As before, charm continues to look good.

1.6 1.8 2.0 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

Invariant mass (GeV/c2)
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In this abbreviated review we have omitted

many subjects of considerable interest, such

as the discovery of "jets" in e+e- annihilation,

and the large amount of careful data that has

been gathered on the properties and decay modes

of the psions. The most serious omission has

been that of the possible discovery at SPEAR of

a new heavy lepton. This merits a separate

article, which we hope to have in the foresee-

able future. Here we will mention only the fact

that the heavy-lepton explanation of the so-

called "anomalous mu-e" events now seems signif-

icantly more persuasive than any other.

A NEW DETECTOR

During the summer of 1977 the Mark I magnet-

ic detector at SPEAR will be replaced by an im-

proved device, the Mark II. This new detector

has advantages in greater solid-angle coverage,

improved triggering, better momentum analysis

of charged particles, better lepton-hadron dis-

crimination, and the ability to measure accurate-

ly the energy and direction of gamma rays.

HOW MANY QUARKS AND LEPTONS?

A more general look ahead comes from consid-

ing an important present question. Several pag-

es back we looked at a figure showing the had-

ron/muon-pair ratio over the full range of SPEAR

energies. At energies above about 4.8 GeV, R

is roughly constant at a value of 
= 5.2. This

value is higher than can readily be explained.

Even with 4 quarks, each in 3 colors, the pre-

dicted value is 3-. If we assume production

of a new heavy lepton in this region, R increas-

es by about 1 additional unit to, say, 4.3.

But this still leaves the measured value of R

almost 1 full unit above the calculated. Why?

Are there more than 4 quarks at work? Or more

leptons? No one knows the answers yet, but one

of the nice things about the unaccounted-for

1 unit of R is that it leaves a large open space

in which all manner of interesting new things

may be happening. So in addition to the pre-

dictable physics that lies ahead--the detailed

spectroscopy of the psions and charmed partic-

les--there may also be a few more of the sur-

prises that Nature seems so delighted to cook

up.

A GLANCE BACK

Our last look at the future will be to

glance briefly at the past. It was been an in-

credible two years for SPEAR, for the SLAC-LBL

group, and for Burt Richter. Writing in the 21

October 1976 issue of New Scientist on the occas-

ion of the Nobel Prize award, Dr. Robert Walgate

concluded his piece as follows:

.. Ultimately Richter created SPEAR,

a storage ring for electron-positron

collisions, as an experiment at the .

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.

SPEAR found the J/psi and most of the

subsequent charm particles. In the hands

of Richter and his 40-strong team of

colleagues it has been the most creative

experiment in the history of particle

physics.

We conclude by summarizing, in the following

figure, the results of that creativity.

--Bill Kirk

_ I _
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